ETF PERFORMANCE IN THE HIGHLY VOLATILE
EQUITY MARKET OF AUGUST 24, 2015

Extreme Volatility in the U.S. Equity Market
Monday, August 24, 2015 was one of the most extreme trading days on record in U.S equities. Over $630 billion changed hands in
the second most active trading day ever recorded in U.S. stocks. 1 The market open was particularly volatile. With S&P 500 futures
pointing down nearly 7% at the open,2 markets were preparing for a trading halt. The New York Stock Exchange (NYSE) invoked
“extreme market volatility” rules and over 46% of equities on the NYSE floor did not open in the first 10 minutes of trading. 3 These
conditions caused a ripple effect of unusual price declines and volatility in single name stocks and ETFs.

What Worked Well
Investors traded over $270 billion through ETFs on the day, nearly 3 times greater than the one-year average.4 ETFs reached
record high volumes, accounting for 37% of the total tape, up from the 25% YTD average.5 U.S. iShares traded $52 billion in
exchange traded volume, 2.6 times the 20-day average daily volume and 8% of total U.S. equity dollar volume.6 After the initial
market volatility, which lasted approximately 30 minutes, ETFs performed as expected in U.S. and international markets.

What Didn’t Work Well
At market open, extreme imbalances created dislocation among many single stocks & ETFs. Numerous ETF share prices decoupled
from their estimated holdings values. Discounts persisted for a short period of time as trading halts slowed a return to more in-line
prices. With pricing information limited at market open following the invocation of New York Stock Exchange’s (NYSE) Rule 48, the
ETF arbitrage mechanism – which is dependent on reliable pricing information about stocks in the index and ETF share prices – did
not work efficiently for a short period of time. Within the first hour of trading, trading halts applied to: 7
•
•
•
•

471 securities (including stocks, ETFs, ADRs, closed-end funds, etc.)
303 ETFs across providers (Figure 1)
61 iShares ETFs
E-mini S&P 500 futures

Across all exchanges, there were 1,278 instances of a security halted for five minutes in the day’s trading session. 8
Figure 1: Major ETF Provider Trading Halts on 8/24/159
ETF Provider
(U.S. Listed Funds)

Halted ETFs

Total ETFs

% of ETFs Halted

iShares ETFs

61

314

19%

PowerShares ETFs

44

136

32%

First Trust ETFs

32

95

34%

State Street ETFs

30

146

21%

Guggenheim ETFs

21

76

28%

Vanguard ETFs

17

67

25%

ProShares ETFs

15

146

10%

WisdomTree ETFs

12

79

15%

Note: This list includes ETF providers with more than 10 trading halts on 8/24/15. It is not a comprehensive list of all ETF providers
impacted by trading halts on that date.

We believe four elements of the U.S. equity market structure may have contributed to the unusual price movements in
stocks and ETFs at the trading open on that highly volatile Monday:
1. Market makers were missing required, reliable information to make markets in ETF shares.
The NYSE, for example, declared a condition of “extreme market volatility” and invoked Rule 48. NYSE Rule 48 permits the
temporary suspension of the requirement to make pre-opening indications in a security at the opening of trading or the reopening of trading following a market-wide trading halt. Although this allows markets to open faster, it also has the effect of
limiting information available to market makers about security prices and supply-demand imbalances.
2. “Limit-Up/Limit-Down” rules may have contributed to unusually wide bid-ask spreads and prices for ETFs.
The “limit-up/limit-down” (LULD) rules are trading curbs intended to halt trading of securities for five minutes when prices move
beyond specified ranges, either up (Limit-Up) or down (Limit-Down). We observed numerous cases in which ETF share prices
moved significantly down, were halted under the limit-down rule, and then were prevented from moving back up to the fair value
of the index being tracked by the limit-up rules.
3. The range of financial instruments available to market participants to manage risk was more limited.
Market makers rely upon access to different market tools – including futures, derivatives, securities lending and various forms of
financing – to manage (hedge) the market risks associated with providing two-way markets. Certain markets, futures for
example, were less liquid or halted.
4. The ability of lead market makers (LMMs), and the normal participation of other liquidity providers, to ensure tight and
liquid markets for investors may have been challenged.
Exchange requirements for LMMs are intended to ensure a tight and liquid market for investors, and many other liquidity
providers are part of the maintenance of orderly equity markets. With a dearth of information about stock prices and order
imbalance information in the opening minutes of the market, normal efficient reaction times and market making that typically
maintains balance among index stocks and ETF shares appear to have been impacted.

What’s Next for the U.S Equity Market Structure
We are concerned about the confluence of events on August 24th and the impact it had on our clients. We are working with a broad
set of market participants to identify the causes of these events and to address the market structure issues that impacted both single
names stocks and ETFs.
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Carefully consider the iShares Funds’ investment objectives,
risk factors, and charges and expenses before investing. This
and other information can be found in the Funds’
prospectuses, which may be obtained by calling 1-800iShares (1-800-474-2737) or by visiting www.iShares.com.
Read the prospectus carefully before investing.
Investing involves risk, including possible loss of principal.
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This material represents an assessment of the market environment at a specific
time and is not intended to be a forecast of future events or a guarantee of future
results. This information should not be relied upon by the reader as research or
investment advice regarding the funds or any security in particular.
This material is not intended to be relied upon as a forecast, research or
investment advice, and is not a recommendation, offer or solicitation to buy or sell
any securities or to adopt any investment strategy. The opinions expressed are
those of the BlackRock investment professionals profiled as of August 2015, and
may change as subsequent conditions vary.
Individual portfolio managers for BlackRock may have opinions and/or make
investment decisions that, in certain respects, may not be consistent with the
information contained in this report. The information and opinions contained in
this material are derived from proprietary and nonproprietary sources deemed by
BlackRock to be reliable, are not necessarily all-inclusive and are not guaranteed
as to accuracy.
.

Information on funds other than the iShares funds is provided strictly for
illustrative purposes and should not be deemed an offer to sell or a
solicitation of an offer to buy shares of any fund described in this material.
Shares of the iShares Funds may be bought and sold throughout the day
on the exchange through any brokerage account. Shares are not
individually redeemable from the Fund, however, Shares may be
redeemed directly from a Fund by Authorized Participants, in very large
creation/redemption units. Although market makers will generally take
advantage of differences between the NAV and the trading price of iShares
Fund shares through arbitrage opportunities, there is no guarantee that
they will do so.
Past performance is no guarantee of future results. There is no guarantee
that any forecasts made will come to pass. Reliance upon information in
this material is at the sole discretion of the reader.
The iShares Funds are distributed by BlackRock Investments, LLC (together
with its affiliates, “BlackRock”). ©2015 BlackRock. All rights reserved. iSHARES
and BLACKROCK are registered trademarks of BlackRock.
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